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Abstract
The aim of this study is to design and build a spherical elastic gridshell, 6m in diameter
and covered by a stretchable membrane; using the previously published work in Chebychev
Net gridshells [8] and the introduction of singularity points [3], analyzing the behavior on
different configurations and focusing specially on the area where a patch meets another. We
exploit the special case when, introducing a single valence 3 singularity on the center of
the chebychev net, leads to the assumption that structure and bracing could effectively be
the same element. A number of new constructive problems arise when trying to erect the
structure, wich are solved by allowing some of the joints to slide freely until the gridshell has
been fully erected. Finally, using a recently developed stretchable architectural membrane,
a cover for the structure was designed. Different load tests were performed on the phsysical
model and compared to the analytical model to verify the structure and the reliability of the
tools used.

1

Introduction

Gridshells can be defined as lightweight structures built with long slender profiles that get their
strength from its double curvature shell while extracting extra material, leaving a reticulated
shell. The initial mesh can be completely flat or can present topological singularities to approximate
this mesh to the final surface.
These structures can be made of any kind of material -steel, aluminum, wood, composite
materials, etc. Most of the gridshell structures have been made of wood because it is the
only traditional building material that can be elastically bent without breaking. This flexibility
generates curved shapes which generates structural stiffness. However looking at other industrial
fields, it can be notices that every time high strength and high deformability are required,
composite materials is replacing wood. In the case of gridshells, the optimal material should
have high elastic limit strain and high young modulus in order to get a curved shape and to
confer its final stiffness.
The most valuable alternative to wood is fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP). They have higher
elastic limit strain (1.5% at best for GFRP and 0.5% for wood) and young modulus (25-30GPa
against 10GPa for wood), allowing for greater freedom of form.
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2 State of the Art
2.1 Chebyshev nets & compass method
The selected method for finding the grid was the compass method. This method, described in
IL10 Gittershalen [9], allows the construction of a network of regular quadrangles on any given
surface, plane or not. The task consists in constructing a grid using only a compass: First, a n
number of curves is selected to be intersected on one point of the surface to mesh. Then, a mesh
size is chosen and serves as the compass radius. The spacing of the grid is marked along each
axis, from the point of intersection of the axes. The knots are determined by the intersection of
two circles as shown in Fig. 1. Gradually, new points are determined.

Figure 1: Construction of the grid using the compass method [9]
An infinite amount of meshes can be obtained by modifying any of the parameters (grid size,
initial point, angle between axis curves, etc. . . .), although many may fail to cover the surface
correctly or present self intersections Fig. 2. In our particular case study, it is in fact impossible
to cover more than half a sphere with the traditional method, skew angle between structural
members becomes too small and eventually self intersects. It is important to note that this
method is only a geometric approach with no structural implications whatsoever. The real
shape of the gridshell is obtained later when mechanical properties are considered.

Figure 2: Chebychev Net on the sphere (left), and singularities due to curvature: fold (centre)
& cusp (right) [8]

2.2

Construction process of a gridshell

The construction process of an elastic gridshell differs from other classes of gridshells. Their
members are usually straight continuous profiles, arranged in superposed layers, which are
progressively bent into their final shape. In our case, due to the regularity of our mesh, which
is built from a deployable grid: during the erection process it can be bent starting from a flat
position.
The use of straight profiles allows multiple advantages during the manufacture, transport and
assembly of elastic gridshells contrary to other comparable constructions. Nevertheless, the

2
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stresses induced in the profiles during the erection process and usually are much higher than
those resulting under external loading.
Not necessary?

2.3

Limitations of chebyshev nets and singularity introduction

As stated in the introduction, new methods are being developed in order to introduce nodes
with a higher or lower valance in the mesh [8], effectively dividing the surface in ‘patches’. This
project implements these findings, analyzing the constructability issues of modeling singularities
in elastic regular gridshells. In order to generate such regular meshes with singularities, a
parametric tool was developed for Grasshopper to facilitate a fast iteration between models for
comparison.

Figure 3: Construction a chebychev net for the solidays festival [4]
The final result is a 3-direction 3-layer grid Fig. 4 composed of individual chebychev patches.
The model is designed with ø20mm GFRP rods, 1m spacing and an acceptable ratio between
material needed for the structure, the structural behavior in the analytical models and its fairness
to the reference surface.

3

Modelling Process

The challenge was constrained to a particular given surface: a 3m-radius half-sphere. The design
had to include a stretchable membrane to cover the structure, and both the structure and the
membrane needed to resemble the original surface as close as possible.

3.1
3.1.1

Structure design
Bracing

Bracing of the resulting structure had to be taken into account, as it would greatly improve the
structural behavior of our structure and reduce considerably the boundary ring stresses. During
structural explorations it was discovered that the bracing elements could also be interpreted as
a continuation of the structural elements of each neighboring patch and, as such, every element
in each patch would also be acting as bracing in it’s contiguous patches. This has some assembly
and erection implications that would be later addressed in XXXXX
3.1.2

Grid size

Different grid spacing configurations for the grid were explored in order to analyze required
amount of GRFP rods, number of swivel joints and fairness to the reference surface in order to

3
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Figure 4: Left to right: 3 chebyshev patches on a sphere; extending each rod to it’s neighbour
patches and the final set of patches individually.
achieve the optimal ratio between them. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the selected optimal model
had a 1m spacing.

Figure 5: Left to right: analysis of different configurations of the triangular chebychev dome;
surface fairness of the selected model

3.2

Membrane design

Two patterning options were evaluated in order to decide the best strategy to follow. The first
strategy was done following one of the rod directions in the structure, which resulted in flat
curved pieces that would generate too much cut-off material in order during fabrication.

Figure 6: Comparison between the two patterning alternatives.
The second solution involved extracting the pattern out of an exact sphere of the desired radius
(3m). The sphere was cut using great circles in order to generate straight membrane patterns
that would reduce material waste. These straight membrane patterns were then scaled down to
95% in order to account for membrane pre-stressing, and also the fact that the elastic material
chosen would accomodate for any imprecisions during design and fabrication.

4
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All necessary 2D detailing of the membrane was done in a parametric software environment that
allowed for a great amount of changes and corrections in a short period of time.
Regarding the membrane keddar, it was decided that a ø10mm GFRP rod would be placed
inside a pocket with 64 openings that would be used to fix the membrane to the boundary, but
also to adjust it’s tension gradually.

4 Constructive Details
4.1 Swivel Joints
Several swivel joint solutions where explored for this project (see Fig. 7): metallic zip-tie joints,
ø20mm pipe-hanger joint, custom made swivel joint, ø20mm aluminum swivel couplers and a
custom pipe-hanger joint.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Aluminum swivel coupler(a), metallic zipies (b) & custom made swivel joint (c)
All of the options were evaluated according to their ease of assembly, cost, maximum angle
deviation allowed by the joint & offset distance that each joint introduced between structural
members; results can be seen on Fig. 8. Finally selecting an aluminum swivel joint as the best
fitting solution for this particular case.

4.2

Linear Joints

Given that our structure had some members of length 9.35m, and the maximum length of rod we
were supplied with was 6m, an optimization process was developed to evaluate the best location
and ammounts of linear joints that we should introduce in the structure. The length, diameter
and material was chosen for best curvature continuity results in the rods, while also taking into
account structural integrity of the joint and it’s ease of assembly on site. Finally, a 160mm
stainless steel ø25mm (1,5mm thick) tube was selected. Since linear joints at the boundary are
under tension, they were locked in place bolts.

4.3

Membrane tension straps

For the connection between the membrane and the boundary ring, the team opted for a ø10mm
GFRP rod placed as kedar and tied to the boundary using 30mm wide black nylon straps and
buckles, which allowed for gradual tensioning of the membrane (see Fig. 10).

5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Swivel Joint Comparison (left) & selected joint (right)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Linear joint solution (left) & solution with lock pins for boundary ring (right)

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Membrane tension straps

6
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5 Assembly Process
5.1 Flat assembly
Assembly started as a flat configuration of the 3 different patches with their continuations as
seen in Fig. 11

Figure 11: Diagram of the three chebychev patches (left) and picture of the flat assembled
structure (right)

5.2

Erection process

After finishing the flat assembly, the first step in the erection process is to raise the central point
of the structure to at least 1.75m in order relax the grid and help it to get in shape, as well as
releasing tension on the ends of each rod, further facilitating erection.
After the grid was raised, the team proceeded to pull the ends of each of the grid’s main diagonals
to their boundary positions using only 3 nylon ratchet straps. This was a gradual process that
was done advancing 50 cms at a time on each diagonal until the desired position was reached. At
every step, the team made sure that the sliding joints for the bracing where moving as expected,
gradually helping it to position where needed. This process lasted 10 hours.
Once the main diagonals where in place, the team proceeded to fix the rest of rods to their
respective boundary positions, and finally tightening the joints that were left to slide freely,
effectively bracing the structure.

Figure 12: Erection Process

7
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5.3

Membrane unfolding

Membrane was delivered packed from the manufacturer, but needed to be extended flat and
packed according to specifications Fig. 13. Once packed, it was raised to the top of the structure
and unfolded in place. Once the membrane & keddar where in positioned, the membrane was
gradually tensioned until bottom.

Figure 13: Membrane unrolling process

6

Structural Analysis

Further analysis was carried out using K2 engineering; a dynamic relaxation solver for structural
analysis [10]. For the purpose of avoiding wrinkles in the membrane, several quality measures
were taken into account while selecting the final pattern.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the restraint effects on the nodes, the rods and the
membrane. The offset between the rods were respected according to specific measure of the
chosen nodes. Once the form was found, the rods and the swivels were analyzed without external
loads while the anchor points were left free to move in the X and Y directions.

6.1

Structure Behavior

The behavior of the rods and their stresses (Axial Force, Axial Stress and Bending Moment)
were analyzed only with their self-weight. Then we applied a load test at the highest point and
we also analyzed the maximum displacement and the minimal bending radius given as a factor
of the element t at 60% tensile strength (sufficient remaining lifting capacity).
The minimum bending radius of a ø20 mm GFRP rod is 1.56m and in our case we reach this
value with a point load of 355kg placed in the highest point. Giving as a result a Max. Axial
Force of 3.728 kN in compression, Max. Axial Stress of 11.867 MPa in compression, Max.
Bending Stress of 265.001 MPa, Max Bending Moment of 0.208 kNm and a Max. displacement
of 72.017mm.

6.2

Wind effect analysis

A 50kN/m2 wind load was introduced in the simulation, giving a maximum deflection of 10mm.
As the membrane was pre-stressed, the mesh wind load is translated directly onto the structure
without considerable deflection.

7

Conclusion and further works

After comparing the measurements between the physical & analytical models, the results [Fig.
20, Results] show a very similar behavior between both.

8
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Figure 14: Relation between load case-bending moment-displacement
The selected joints for this structure were one of the main concerns during the fabrication and
assembly. The erection was design to reduce the tension in the joints as much as possible;
preventing damage or breakage, but also preventing from moving or twisting out of it’s position.
A Triangular flat configuration Fig. 11 provides a continuity to the Chebychev patches and
eliminates the excess of the forces in the main diagonals while also providing a bracing concept
that can be assembled along with the structure in its flat configuration. It is important to
note that while the dome was successfully erected using only a team of 6 people and with no
mechanical equipments nor cranes Fig. 12; the erection of vaults and domes with larger spans
using this technique would need to take into account the forces acting on the structure to assess
the auxialiary means that might be required on site.
The boundary ring’s linear joints have been changed to allow the tension introduced by the
structure. Two lock 3mm lock pins were added to the four boundary linear joints to prevent the
join from sliding out.
Regarding the membrane, the keddar distance from the boundary ring should have been 15cm
while, in the physical model, the distance couldn’t be reduced from a range between 20-24cm
without the risk of damaging the membrane. This 7cm average difference could have been caused
by an incorrect calculation of the membrane scaling factor, an accumulation of errors during
construction, un-even tensioning or any combination of the latter.

7.1

Further works

Further studies in this direction might include identifying the errors in the membrane patterning
mentioned in the conclusion; developing better cost effective swivel joint solutions or studying
the application of this method to irregular double curved surfaces among other topics.
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Figure 15: Left to right: Rendered analytical model; final physical 6m dome
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Appendix
A Software Development
During the design and construction of the gridshell, several tools were developed in C# in order
to facilitate the team workflow and eliminate repetitive tasks. All the code has been released
under an open source license.
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Chebyshev net grasshopper plugin
A plugin for Grasshopper has developed to compute a chebychev net on any given surface given
a start point, a specified number of axis and a grid size. The full code and latest release of this
tool can be found at
https://github.com/AlanRynne/ChevyshevNet-GH

Cutting stock plugin for 1-dimensional material optimization
In order to reduce waste when cutting the rods, a simple but effective 1 dimensional cutting
stock algorithm was implemented. Given some input lengths to cut and a list of the available
stock material lengths, the algorithm will output the lengths grouped by cut order, and the
index of every rod, allowing to automatically find a configuration that will reduce the waste to
an acceptable limit. The full code and latest release of this tool can be found at
https://github.com/AlanRynne/CuttingStockProblem-GH

B

Finished gridshell pictures
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